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Abstract
The financial crisis of 2008 raised the politics of regulation to a new level of practical and scholarly attention. We find that recent reforms in U.S. financial markets hinge on intellectual resources and new organizational actors that are missing from existing concepts of regulatory capture or business power. In particular, small advocacy groups have proven significantly more successful in opposing the financial services industry than existing theories predict. By maintaining the salience of reform goals, elaborating new analytic frameworks, and deploying specialized expertise in post-enactment debates, smaller organizations have contributed to a diffuse but often decisive network of pro-reform actors. Through the rule-writing process for macroprudential supervision and derivatives trading, these small organizations coalesced with other groups to form a new stability alliance that has so far prevented industry groups from dominating financial regulation to the degree that occurred in earlier cases of regulatory reform.
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The financial crisis of 2008 elevated the analytic priority of the politics of financial regulation. The literature on regulation has been dominated by the concepts of business power and the possibility of regulatory capture. Contrary to other major reforms, where public attention subsided quickly after the enactment of new laws, attention to the goals of the Dodd-Frank reforms has been sustained. The ability of incumbent firms to dominate the rulemaking process has been blocked in important ways by the emergence of a new network of interested organizations. As we show in this paper, the changing landscape of regulation is shaped above all by a consensus around a set of key ideas and policy objectives that stand in stark contrast to previously dominant views.

Passed in July 2010, the Dodd-Frank Act resulted from the Obama administration’s primary effort to craft a thoroughgoing regulatory reform for financial markets. Even before taking office in January 2009, the Obama team was under intense pressure to supplement the taxpayer-funded bailouts of 2008 with more lasting regulatory changes. The reform effort was an important part of managing public anger over the bank bailouts of October 2008. In addition, the Obama team emphasized reform in order to preserve a measure of U.S. leadership in international efforts to reduce the risk of financial turmoil. Revamping the existing regulatory institutions was second only to health care legislation in the new administration’s priorities. Signed by the president in July 2010, the Dodd-Frank Act was hailed as the most far-reaching overhaul of the country’s financial structure since the Great Depression. Yet many observers, and much of the press, fear the reforms are being diluted in the implementation process through industry efforts, that they have been “captured” by the very interests the legislation was intended to constrain.

Social scientists have also become attuned to the risk that general interest reforms can be eroded even after legislative passage. Contrary to the image of Dodd-Frank as a well-intended reform that has been subverted by powerful business interests, we argue that the implementation of the law requires a different understanding of post-enactment politics based on a broadened view of business power. We do not claim—nor do the most optimistic observers we have encountered—that the Dodd-Frank reforms can assuredly prevent financial crises in the future. It is too early to gauge the ultimate success of the legislation. Yet in the implementation process to date, regulators have used their new statutory powers to take many actions contrary to the explicitly and strongly expressed preferences of the financial services industry. These actions have imposed significant new costs and limits on industry.

These developments do not mean the financial industry has been tamed. Rather, they mean the post-enactment politics of financial reform are, like the politics of enactment, contingent on an evolving set of coalitions that exploit the procedural features of the rulemaking process to advance their goals. To understand this process, we need a framework quite different from the stark images of regulatory capture and business power that have informed the literature so far.

The fluidity of coalitions and ideas that we document was itself informed by a changing international context. Because the global financial crisis quite clearly originated in the United States, top U.S. officials sought to lead the international effort to regulate financial markets more closely. Policymakers in Europe, particularly Germany,
portrayed the Anglo-American penchant for light-touch regulation as a central cause of the crisis.\(^5\) In response, the United States claimed the role of committed if imperfect regulatory pacesetter in the key postcrisis meetings of the G20 leaders in 2008 and 2009.\(^6\)

Although international pressures made U.S. leaders more supportive of regulatory reform, they do not explain the domestic maneuvering among the groups and organizations that wanted to shape the reform measures in the United States. Accordingly, this article focuses analysis on the political strategies of the groups and advocacy organizations that shaped the implementation of new rules within the United States.

We therefore examine how domestic actors used several types of resources including the ability to sustain an issue in the public eye, the articulation of coherent guiding ideas and principles, the capacity to find allied, if not formally coordinated actors, as well as to bring material resources or positional advantages to bear on key decision makers. This approach requires an altered understanding of capture. It implies that business can activate sources of power beyond those described by the contrast between instrumental versus structural power. In particular, the financial services industry provides not only discrete products for its customers, but also produces a body of expert knowledge on which regulators depend as they seek to supervise market competitors. The concepts, frameworks of analysis, and tools supplied by the financial services industry can, over time, grow into a coherent “knowledge regime.”\(^7\) When uncontested in the post-enactment process of rulemaking, the industry’s ability to shape the prevailing knowledge regime becomes a significant form of political power that can decisively alter the regulatory process. Our argument for these underlying changes in the politics of reform relies on three main assertions.

First, the financial crisis was the culmination of a thirty-year period of deregulatory policy that fundamentally altered the underlying principles as well as the competitive boundaries of the finance industry. The deregulatory program from the 1970s to 2008 made financial services ever more central to the U.S. economy. This broad-ranging shift, often termed “financialization,”\(^8\) had the effect of permitting more concentration in certain financial markets while encouraging competition in others. As a result, the customary mechanisms of regulatory capture were slowly transformed. Instead of privileging incumbent firms by creating entry barriers that protected them from competition, federal regulatory agencies increasingly exposed firms to competition and accepted arguments from free-market principles, moving away from prescriptive rules toward greater reliance on industry self-regulation.

Second, by changing the basis of regulatory capture from entry-barrier mechanisms to a diffuse but pervasive sort of intellectual capture, the deregulatory interregnum from 1977 to 2007 had cross-cutting effects. It made the industry more dependent on widespread acceptance of its central role in the country’s economic life. At the same time, the pervasive role of finance made the industry increasingly vulnerable to intellectual challenge and popular rejection. The shift to new forms of regulatory capture opened the door to policy entrepreneurs and activists who questioned the principles of market self-regulation in finance. Once the crisis of 2008 revealed the potentially disruptive fragility of core financial markets—in securitized mortgages, short-term
commercial credit, and derivatives—the proponents of regulatory change gained an immediate forum for their views.

Third, the organizations and individuals that joined the debate over financial reform coalesced into identifiable formations that supplied the vocabulary and organizing concepts for legislators and regulators alike. We elsewhere characterize the pre-enactment debates as having a “two-tier” quality: elites in key institutions aligned themselves with powerful strands of popular, grass-roots support. As reform moved from the legislative to the administrative arena, these formations looked less and less like traditional coalitions of constituents and interest groups. They instead took on the form of loose but influential advocacy networks that spanned individual firms, industry groups and their established lobbying organizations, academic experts, think tanks, policy entrepreneurs inside as well as outside government, grass-roots coalitions, and finance specialists turned activists. The advocacy network that emerged to champion more stringent reform we call the “stability alliance”—an interest formation not familiar in the existing literature on regulation or business power. The advocacy network that questioned the reform and instead promoted the industry’s preference for continued policing of its own members we call the “self-regulation alliance.”

To demonstrate the potentially decisive role of these advocacy networks, we examine the implementation of two far-reaching changes envisioned by the Dodd-Frank Act: (1) the creation of a new superordinate council of regulators, the Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC), to grapple with the problem of systemic or “macroprudential” risk; and (2) the dramatic expansion in the mission of one agency, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) for regulating derivatives. Both provisions implied major reductions in the autonomy and operating scope of the largest businesses in financial services. Both examples represent cases in which we would expect the incumbent firms to exert maximum effort to maintain their positions, and are therefore good tests for our argument.

The Literature to Date: Regulatory Capture and Business Power

In analyzing the post-enactment vulnerability of reform legislation, scholars have revived two key concepts from earlier debates: capture and business power. The notion of regulatory capture grew out of the public choice approach to regulation. As elucidated by George Stigler and Mancur Olson and applied to politics by such scholars as James Q. Wilson, capture theory argued that concentrated industry groups were able to shape regulatory policies to their own advantage. In particular, concentrated industry groups could lobby for barriers to entry, thereby limiting competition and imposing higher costs across less well organized groups of consumers. This view informs much of the recent press coverage on Dodd-Frank and accentuates expert concern that the reforms are being diluted so significantly that the legislation will not achieve its goal of preventing future financial crises.10

Despite its elegance, this approach to capture has been critiqued by a number of scholars. Daniel Carpenter and David Moss argue against entry barriers as the only
goal of incumbent firms in regulated industries. Rather than a question of “capture” or “no capture,” Carpenter and Moss show that industry influence takes a variety of forms. In the same set of studies, James Kwak reviews the evidence for a type of “cultural” capture that rests on career patterns and world views shared by finance executives and regulatory staffs. Nolan McCarty argues that some industries possess a preponderance of specific expertise that makes a kind of “capture through complexity” predictable. In a parallel vein, Gunnar Trumbull has documented cases where diffuse interest groups constrained industry influence far more effectively than the literature on capture predicts. He shows how effective politicking over regulatory policy hinges as much on the articulation of “legitimacy narratives” as on direct lobbying. In this view, industry groups have to compete with others—including consumers and regulators themselves—in defining alternative conceptions of the public interest. In different ways, these arguments all show how intellectual resources of several types can play a key role in debates over regulatory reform.

In contrast to the literature on regulatory capture, debates on business power grew out of a class-based view of politics. To be sure, in the 1960s, business provided important material for the analysis of interest groups in American pluralism. By the mid-1970s, however, scholars grew dissatisfied with the idealized view that saw business as no different in principle from other interests in a democratic polity. Among the earlier proponents of pluralism, Charles Lindblom provided a major reassessment in arguing that business occupied a structurally privileged position in capitalism. Because business provided the preponderance of investment capital and jobs, it could extract anticipatory concessions from politicians by virtue of its positional advantage even without instrumental efforts such as explicit lobbying.

Even as the pluralists were acknowledging the positional or structural power of business, neo-Marxist scholars began to question whether the decisions of state officials were invariably determined by the interests of capital owners. Fred Block showed that state officials often anticipated the long-term needs of the private sector implicitly. At times of major crisis, such as war or economic collapse, however, Block argued that state officials were able to elevate emergency, societywide goals over those of private capital owners.

Subsequent authors have taken up Block’s insights by analyzing how business power can vary between structural and instrumental forms. One relevant strand of literature emphasizes how business’s ability to exercise power depends on degrees of public attentiveness. Pepper Culpepper has argued that business groups dominate less through the traditional tools of lobbying and campaign contributions than through informal networks that elevate business priorities, especially on low-visibility issues. In the esoteric field of takeover law, therefore, top business managers consistently get what they want in a range of advanced countries. When debate shifts to issues of higher salience, such as executive compensation, business groups experience serious setbacks. Degrees of salience are particularly important for the post-enactment politics of financial regulation. The low visibility of regulators makes it easy for industry actors to sustain the status quo by diluting and delaying reform measures. In examining the Dodd-Frank reforms, John Coffee has proposed the notion...
of a regulatory “sine curve” to describe the high amplitude of populist fervor that accompanies initial reform legislation, only to be followed by the downward slope of public engagement as matters turn to implementation. Such arguments suggest that, in implementation, activist successes depend on maintaining an issue in the public eye as much as on exerting direct pressure on regulatory decision makers.

We build on these insights, but argue that the dichotomy between instrumental and structural power gives too little attention to a range of nonmaterial political resources. Although the literatures on capture and business power certainly make reference to nonmaterial factors, they do not fully incorporate the different types of intellectual capabilities and tools that have been analyzed in other areas of policymaking. The ideas that guide policy decisions range from broad “public philosophies,” “public sentiments,” and overarching “paradigms” to much more discrete or policy-specific recipes described as “programmatic ideas,” “programmatic beliefs,” and “blueprints.”

Between larger public philosophies and the detailed policy recipes that guide specific rulemaking activities, we argue that the concept of a “knowledge regime” is particularly important in illuminating the interdependencies that arise between public regulators and market participants in the realm of finance. As John Campbell and Ove Pedersen describe them, “knowledge regimes produce the ideas that inform what political and economic elites do.” Campbell and Pedersen focus on cross-national differences and show how country-specific knowledge regimes extend across multiple policy domains within single countries. Knowledge regimes in the United States are, they write, typically produced by a set of think tanks, government research institutes and other policy-relevant organizations.

In the realm of finance, however, there have been few public or quasi-public research organizations. Instead, the relevant knowledge that connects broad principles to the practical workings of financial markets has been generated by large banks, consulting firms, and academic specialists in university departments of finance and economics. As Cornelia Woll puts it, the knowledge that governs financial markets is a “joint production” of market participants and public authorities. The result is a knowledge-based resource that operates much like Steven Lukes’s third face of power as a force acting on what actors are doing “and sometimes even thinking.” Woll summarizes this view with the assertion that “the power of finance is best understood as productive power, which operates by shaping the actors’ self-understanding and interests, both on the government side and within the financial industry.”

These different categories of ideas—public philosophies, the knowledge regime for finance, and the policy recipes that define particular rules—make up a major part of the political space in which battles over financial reform are fought. The ability of the financial services industry to mobilize across all three types of intellectual contention is an increasingly important aspect of business power that can operate in either instrumental or structural form. The ability of individual firms or trade associations to propose policy-specific recipes by commenting on particular rules is especially important to the politics of implementing financial reform. The more general battle to shape public philosophies for regulation also remains important. For financial regulation, however, the knowledge regime that informs policy is critical. As a result, contending
efforts to remold the knowledge regime for finance became the essential means of coordinating loosely connected actors pursuing similar objectives.

The Institutional Context of Financial Reform

These different types of intellectual resources animated the key actors in the debate over financial markets and, by so doing, shaped the options available for forming political alliances. In analyzing how actors used ideas within the existing institutional landscape, we focus on the primary participants, their bargaining positions, and the channels of access they have employed in shaping the politics of implementation. Specifically, we review (1) changes in the structure and apparent political power of the financial services industry, (2) the procedural and other institutional features that stipulate how regulatory agencies write new rules and bring them into force, and (3) the opposing advocacy networks that coalesced around different views of financial reform in their efforts to influence particular rule-writing outcomes.

Changes in the Structure and Bargaining Position of the Financial Services Industry

The growing importance of intellectual resources in the politics of financial reform was one of many changes that appeared as inflation emerged in the 1970s and technologies evolved in subsequent decades. Volatility in market interest rates led to new kinds of financial products, which in turn led to a steady increase in the size of the financial services, relative to the rest of the economy and in absolute terms. Along with its dramatic growth, however, the financial services industry became far more heterogeneous and politically less coherent.

It is well known that the relative size of the finance sector increased dramatically in the four decades before the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy of 2008. Measured by gross size, the assets of commercial banks, securities firms, and the securitizations they created increased from a level of 55 percent of GDP in 1980 to a level equal to 95 percent of GDP in 2000. Measured by annual income, the profits of the financial sector grew from an average of 13 percent of all domestic corporate profits over the period 1978–87 to an average of 30 percent for the period 1998–2007. Manufacturing and nonfinancial service firms also came to rely increasingly on investment earnings and related financial activities. As Greta Krippner has shown, by 2000, financial activities accounted for 40 percent of the income earned by nonfinancial companies.

As the finance industry expanded, its power evolved in complex and conflicting ways. In the 1980s, alternative sources of funding became available to large firms and the country’s largest money center banks steadily lost their position as a moderating influence in the corporate community. In the 1990s, banks shifted their revenues away from the stable lending business of prior decades to fee-based transactions for a proliferation of new services. Banks and other financial service firms competed by innovating new products and moving into the growing markets that they generated. The largest banks soon argued that the Glass-Steagall Act, one of the Depression Era’s
central pieces of regulatory legislation, was blocking innovation by prohibiting U.S. banks from engaging simultaneously in commercial and investment banking. When Congress passed the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of November 1999, effectively repealing Glass-Steagall, the banking industry had shifted decisively to a faster-moving and more risk-friendly model of business.

This newer and more open model of financial services intensified competition and undermined the collective-action capability of the largest firms. The industry’s inability to regulate itself or to design private sector rescue plans became especially clear in the United Kingdom and the United States. It was especially conspicuous in the failure of the main Wall Street investment banks to produce a plan for containing the effects of the Lehman bankruptcy as they had done a decade earlier in the case of Long Term Capital Management. Although brought together by Tim Geithner as president of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York for three days of emergency meetings over the weekend of September 12, 2008, the major banks were unable to join in a buyout plan for Lehman. On Monday, September 15, when Lehman filed for bankruptcy, credit markets around the world froze and plunged the advanced economies into the Great Recession.

Together these changes meant the comfortable ties that had sustained the mechanisms of regulatory capture between businesses, legislative committees, and executive branch agencies were no longer available, or, for that matter, particularly relevant. The largest financial firms neither needed nor wanted the kinds of entry barriers that regulators had once supplied. Instead, the banks used their size and their ability to provide customized hedging products for institutional customers and other clients. After creating their own markets in derivatives and other instruments, the major banks insulated their business through the mathematical opacity of the new products and the legal complexities of using them. In addition, the largest banks became massive contributors to election campaigns and built a common knowledge base while also cultivating the cultural affinities that linked their management teams with federal policymakers. As one recent analyst puts it, the banks devoted increasing resources to the goal of “shaping the ‘intellectual environment’ of Washington.”

The Procedural and Legal Terrain of the Rule-Writing Process

The nature of the rule-writing process also put a premium on intellectual capacities of a particular type. Implementing a major reform requires writing technically complex regulations while consolidating an agency’s new or expanded powers. Both require formal and informal contact with many outside actors.

Much of this process is governed by the Administrative Procedures Act (60 Stat. 237) as well as the Dodd-Frank Act itself. Agencies are required to publish proposed rules which clarify for the industry segments what kinds of cost burdens they face and say something about how the agency will monitor compliance. Proposed rules must be open to public comment for a reasonable time period. Agencies must respond to comments in justifying the final rules. While large firms and industry groups often comment extensively, smaller market participants might not communicate with agencies until the initial compliance dates are imposed. After the regulation is finalized,
companies from the regulated industry may request formal exceptions ("exemptive" orders), and the agency may need to provide advisory guidance to assist industry compliance. All of these steps occur in the shadow of possible litigation. Market participants can and do bring legal challenges when they believe agencies have made procedural errors or otherwise misinterpreted the law.

Congress does not as an institution participate directly in rule writing, but it remains a presence in many ways. All regulatory agencies are subject to congressional oversight and committees use hearings frequently to question agency leaders. Individual members may submit "public comments" to regulatory agencies with the reasonable expectation that they will be carefully noted by agency staff. In addition, while the president nominates the agency directors or chairs (as well as the other commissioners for multimember agencies), those appointments must be confirmed by Senate vote. And the budgets of some regulatory agencies, including the CFTC, are subject to the congressional appropriations process.

Congress has used all of these instruments to shape the implementation of the Dodd-Frank legislation. For example, Senate Republicans prevented the new Consumer Financial Protection Bureau from beginning any legally binding work by blocking the confirmation of a director until July 2013. Similarly, when Republicans took control in the House of Representatives in January 2011, they began what one legal scholar called an all-out campaign to undo the reforms through legislative revision. The House Financial Services Committee, chaired by Jeb Hensarling (R-Texas) consistently cut budgetary appropriations for the CFTC well below amounts requested by the White House. Given the low probability of compromise around the technical changes that were once commonplace in improving legislation, both proponents and opponents of the reform were obliged to redirect their efforts to the administrative arena of the rule-writing process.

The Policy Alliances in Post-Enactment Politics

The politics that followed the enactment of Dodd-Frank in July 2010 were visible to a narrower set of publics but no less hard fought. Within months of the act’s passage, a pitched battle appeared to be taking shape over the rules being written to implement the new legislation.

Both sides in this battle take the form of diffuse networks that resist categorization into more familiar types of interest aggregations. These networks are similar to the transnational advocacy networks described by Keck and Sikkink, but domestic in focus. They include a mix of individuals and organizations that share a preference for similar policy outcomes, though they may have quite distinct commitments on other issues. The network we call the stability alliance took shape in direct response to the losses caused by the financial crisis of 2008. Its members share a preference for more stringent regulation.

The stability alliance is opposed by another network of individuals and organizations arrayed around the incumbent industry leaders. Few if any members of this network argue that the industry should be allowed to regulate itself as freely as in the years leading up to the crisis. Nonetheless, the underlying logic of its positions rests on a shared preference for light-handed treatment with a large component
of self-regulation. We therefore call this network the self-regulation alliance. Each alliance rests on a distinct set of shared propositions that link together a disparate and asymmetric set of organizations. In this sense, each alliance combines a sharply delimited degree of ideological homogeneity with an unusual degree of organizational diversity among its member groups.

Of the two alliances, the self-regulatory alliance was virtually uncontested through the early 2000s. Its core arguments informed the deregulatory trend in U.S. policy from the late 1970s until 2007. Some of the central propositions came from the field of academic finance, while others emerged from the applied think tanks of Washington. Together, these propositions provided key elements in the knowledge regime for financial services that, by the early 2000s, became widely accepted as the basis for public policy.

These propositions included the theory, elaborated by Eugene Fama, that market prices accurately reflect all the information available to potential market participants. Known as the efficient market hypothesis, this view helped market fundamentalists argue that transparency could ensure market performance better than regulatory oversight. A second key proposition was the shareholder theory of the firm, elaborated by Michael Jensen. Jensen argued that investors as principals were the proper price setters for firms and that managers as their agents would correctly act to maximize the firm’s value if they were subjected to well-designed incentives.

These two views jointly buttressed the argument that investors could accurately gauge the value of a firm if financial markets were regulated by the free flow of information rather than by safety-minded officials. Subsequent studies have shown that the requirements for full transparency, especially the monitoring of managerial behavior, were not systematically implemented by firms. The new agency-driven theory of the firm nonetheless proved immensely popular with institutional investors as well as free-market proponents in the policy community.

While these ideas originated in microeconomic theory, they benefited from the resilience of the deregulatory agenda in American politics. As Block and Somers point out, “the seductive persistence of free market ideology is rooted in its promise to reduce the role of politics in civic and social life.” Indeed, even after the world collapse of markets that followed Lehman’s bankruptcy September 2008, the proponents of deregulation regrouped in the diffuse network we call the self-regulatory alliance. The key assertion that unites this alliance—anticipated by Charles Lindblom and other early critics of business power—is that poorly designed regulation imposes unjustifiable costs on the economy as a whole. According to this alliance, the Dodd-Frank Act has required unduly burdensome regulation and imposed costs on the industry that far exceed any possible benefits. As a result, the Dodd-Frank Act not only impedes efficiency, but depresses growth and economic recovery, thereby causing unemployment and limiting income growth.

Although the force of self-regulatory arguments was blunted in the immediate aftermath of the crisis, the large investment banks and other finance firms benefited from a well developed network of allies working in their favor as well as other factors:
1. An overlapping set of trade associations that emphasize different parts of the business community and different categories of market participants within the financial services. Key associations for the financial services include the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association, the Financial Services Roundtable, the American Banking Association, and the International Institute of Bankers. Meanwhile, the International Swaps and Derivatives Association and the Investment Company Institute represent both the suppliers of financial instruments and the asset managers who appear on the buy-side of the market. These associations work closely with their law firms to submit public comment letters as well as to meet with agency staff regarding specific market dynamics and the potential effect of different rule variants on incumbent firms.

2. Beyond coordinating among themselves, the trade associations for finance have business allies eager to support their argument against rapid change in the status quo. The broadest cross section of the business community is represented by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. The Chamber has been a leading opponent of Dodd-Frank initiatives. Its views are often articulated by an issue-specific entity it established in 2007, the Center for Capital Markets Competitiveness, whose work parallels that of the Committee on Capital Markets Regulation.

3. All these organizations have well-established ties to industry-friendly members of Congress, who can try to delay new regulation by blocking the appointment of agency directors or commissioners and press for aggressive oversight hearings.

4. Industry has aggressively exploited the opportunities in the U.S. system to litigate when it objects to new regulations. This strategy further raises costs for regulators at a time of constricted budgets.

Despite the material and organizational resources of the self-regulatory alliance, nonindustry participants have also been regularly and conspicuously engaged in the regulatory process. This is a major change from before the Dodd-Frank era. Not only was the overall visibility of regulatory activity much lower before Dodd-Frank (judged by the number of total comments), but often there were few if any comments offered by any person or organization not representing or employed in the relevant industry segment.

On the basis of documentary and interview research, we argue that these nonindustry voices fall into an identifiable network that we call the stability alliance. In contrast to the self-regulatory alliance, members of the stability alliance share the view that more stringent external regulation of financial markets is necessary. This conclusion is organized around a set of core propositions that directly challenge the knowledge regime advanced by the self-regulatory alliance through the early 2000s. These propositions in effect represent an alternative knowledge regime that the stability alliance proposes as a better way to understand financial markets and to design policy.

The key arguments advanced by the stability alliance rest on the assertion that financial markets cannot be invariably trusted to price financial assets appropriately.
Building on this more skeptical view of market pricing, members of the stability alliance argue that the large size and interconnectedness of financial institutions present the risk of widespread market failure with tremendous social costs that reach far beyond the immediate parties to specific transactions. A group of economists working at the Bank of International Settlements (BIS) under Claudio Borio argue that large and complex financial firms therefore need external regulators capable of assessing the systemic consequences of their activities. A further implication of this view—increasingly known as macroprudential regulation—is that complex transactions should be located in market spaces that not only allow competition but also generate reliable information about pricing. Finally, this view implies that the federal government needs a new agency explicitly charged to assess systemwide risk. And, to perform these duties, the new agency needs the power to acquire information about high-risk financial transactions and the analytic capability to assess it.

These ideas had been percolating for over a decade, but they became a force for linking a significant network of well-informed specialists only after 2008, when a set of dedicated organizations emerged to argue in favor of more robust financial regulation. A new coalition of labor and consumer organizations known as Americans for Financial Reform (AFR) was especially important in 2009 and 2010. Accordingly to Barney Frank, AFR was “very helpful” both in providing “good information” and in keeping “grass-roots pressure on the [House] committee.” After Dodd-Frank was passed, AFR was joined by the applied think-tank known as Better Markets. Both groups coordinated with established consumer organizations, such as Consumer Federation of America, U.S. Public Interest Research Group (PIRG), and the younger public interest group Demos. Also engaged were number of legal scholars and other unusually well-informed individuals. Further intellectual support came from academic and policy specialists affiliated with the Roosevelt Institute and a number of other progressive policy organizations. Together these groups and individuals demonstrated an ability to enter the rule-writing process through regular comment letters and meetings with agency officials. Their activities showed a level of expertise and credibility unseen among non-industry groups in earlier financial regulation. These groups were further bolstered by new forces that reinforced, broadened, and elaborated the arguments for strengthening financial stability through robust regulatory action. These included:

1. The nonprofit Systemic Risk Council, an organization headed by former chair of the FDIC, Sheila Bair, operating from a charitable foundation, the Pew Memorial Trust, and including figures such as Paul Volcker, Bill Bradley, John Reed, and Simon Johnson.
2. An attentive set of pro-reform members of Congress, such as senators Jeff Merkley (D-Oregon), Carl Levin (D-Michigan), Elizabeth Warren (D-Massachusetts), Sherrod Brown (D-Ohio), and Maria Cantwell (D-Washington).
3. The Bipartisan Policy Center, a think tank founded in 2007 by a group of former senators, that issued several reports urging a balanced approach to new regulatory capabilities in the services of strengthening financial stability.
4. A notable shift in academic research to address causes and solution to financial instability, including public, and international regulatory cooperation.43

On the last point, we observe that scholars have been widely drawn to topics relating to financial stability since the crisis. Citation sources show conspicuous increases from 2008 through 2014 in the proportion of relevant scholarly publications addressing topics including: financial stability, systemic risk, shadow banking, and “too big to fail.” In addition, the framework of thinking around macroprudential regulation increasingly informed the work of international agencies, particularly the Financial Stability Board, which in 2009 the G20 charged with developing better rules for international financial governance.44

These disparate organizations are key parts of the new stability alliance supporting the implementation of robust reforms within the statutory language of the Dodd-Frank Act. They consistently promote financial stability as the highest priority for regulatory reform. Our research indicates that the participants are well aware of one another’s activities and self-consciously differentiate their contributions. Moreover, they share a commitment to the ideas of the stability-oriented knowledge regime, and contribute to its elaboration and support.

Since the stability alliance commands far fewer material resources than the self-regulatory alliance, it necessarily relies more heavily on nonmaterial tools and arguments. Nonetheless, the public comment files of the regulatory agencies make it clear that the stability alliance plays a significant role in the contests over implementation. The Dodd-Frank legislation has led to a sharp increase in the number of public comments on proposed regulations that must be received, read, considered, and processed by the agencies. Although the preponderance of thorough, substantive comments submitted to agencies such as the Financial Stability Oversight Council, the Federal Reserve, and the CFTC come from financial services firms and industry associations, their weight is not as dominating as the concept of regulatory capture, and past history, would suggest. Commenters include academic specialists, agencies and regulators from non-U.S. jurisdictions, consumer groups, and other grass-roots organizations. For five of the most contested rules written by the CFTC, nonindustry organizations accounted for just under 19 percent of comments received, whereas unaffiliated individuals accounted for a full 33 percent of all comments. Across the five rules, only 48 percent, or less than half, of all comments came from industry groups and associations—a proportion nowhere near the degree of industry dominance typical of earlier cases.45

Given the mismatch in money and positional resources commanded by the two alliances, the stability alliances cannot be expected to drive major reform outcomes by itself. Yet, in cases where its goals align with those of policy entrepreneurs inside the federal government or with counterindustry coalitions that benefit from regulatory change, the stability alliance contributes a combination of broad reform rationales, independent analytic approaches, and detailed policy recipes that can produce significant changes in financial regulation.

The opportunities available to the stability alliance stemmed from international as well as domestic conditions. At key points, the proponents of reform benefited from
the need felt by U.S. regulators to appear as globally responsible actors. And members of the stability alliance drew on international sources for several of the ideas and allies that bolstered their position in the United States. These linkages cannot be traced systematically in a paper that focuses on domestic politics, but they provide some of the essential background. In the domestic arena, the different roles played by the stability alliance are well illustrated by the two major institutional changes we examine here: the creation of a new entity, the Financial Stability Oversight Council to regulate systemic risk through a new approach to macroprudential monitoring, and the expansion of the CFTC’s jurisdiction to include the regulation of derivatives.

The Cases

Our two cases of regulatory change are good tests for existing theories of regulatory capture and business power, because they each held high stakes for the financial services industry. In the first case, we examine the Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC), established by Dodd-Frank from existing regulators and charged explicitly with the new mission of guarding against system-wide financial risks. The goal of systemic-risk regulation relied on the still emerging body of doctrine known as “macroprudential regulation.” As the financial crisis had made clear, policymakers believed they had no choice but to bail out the largest banks, which seemed “too big to fail.” The FSOC was the entity created to solve the problem posed by such large institutions, known as systemically important financial institutions (SIFIs). In effect, the FSOC was charged with clarifying a still emerging body of macroprudential doctrine and creating regulatory tools capable of limiting the positional advantages enjoyed by the largest firms. As such, the FSOC embodied a novel public sector experiment in directly managing the structural power of business.

Our second case examines the expanded mission of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) to cover wide swaths of previously unregulated derivatives transactions. As a relatively young agency, the CFTC had been created in 1974 to take over the supervision of options and futures in agricultural and mineral commodities. Its initial mission therefore involved regulating a limited group of specialized trading firms. Under the Dodd-Frank legislation, the CFTC was charged with regulating the huge markets for over-the-counter derivatives which by the early 2000s made up the larger part of the so-called shadow banking system. Largely unregulated, the business of trading financial derivatives had been created virtually from the ground up by a small group of large investment banks. The derivatives business was a near perfect example of the sharply defined interests and information asymmetries that had enabled incumbent firms to achieve a high degree of regulatory capture.

The FSOC and the Creation of a Macroprudential Regulator

The task of systemic or “macroprudential” regulation was recognized well before the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers in September 2008. The economists in the research department at the Bank of International Settlements had been working on questions of
The need for a systemic regulatory capability was a central theme in the report commissioned by Henry Paulson shortly after he left the chairmanship of Goldman Sachs in 2006 to become treasury secretary under George Bush. As the magnitude of the financial crisis became clear, few industry voices could argue that financial markets could be trusted to self-regulate. After the Dodd-Frank Act was signed in 2010, the finance industry began to critique the understanding of macroprudential risks that were being built into the legislative design of the FSOC. The debate over implementing macroprudential doctrine was a contest in which intellectual and organizational resources were as important as material resources. It was a clear example where private sector firms and public officials were fighting over the contours of the shared knowledge regime that would constrain their respective institutions and strategies.

At the outset, reformers in the United States did not fully agree on the implications of macroprudential regulation. Existing regulatory agencies were reluctant to cede responsibilities to a new regulatory body. In the Obama administration, primary initiative for reform fell to Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner, who proposed that systemic stability be assigned to a new interagency council chaired by the Treasury Department with operational responsibility for macroprudential monitoring given to the Federal Reserve. Other agencies protested the primacy of the Fed, which they viewed as too concessive to the industry. After much politicking, the Dodd-Frank Act established the new FSOC as a council whose members included the heads of eight financial regulatory agencies and one independent member with expertise in insurance, along with five nonvoting members. The Federal Reserve is assigned a large degree of responsibility for overall monitoring, but it is layered into a larger council of agencies. To the disappointment of many reformers, the FSOC incorporated rather than resolved the country’s patchwork system of financial regulation.

One of the FSOC’s main tasks was to designate particular companies as systemically important financial institutions (SIFIs). The legislation explicitly designated banks with assets above a $50 billion threshold. For nonbank holding companies, however, the criteria for designating SIFIs were left to the new council. In this work, the FSOC is supported by an independent research bureau, called the Office of Financial Research (OFR), housed in the Treasury Department but headed by an independently appointed director. The OFR is an important resource for the stability-oriented knowledge regime. It can commission high-quality research from outside experts while also using subpoena powers to elaborate a new disclosure regime for systemically important firms.

More broadly, the FSOC was empowered to resolve disputes among financial regulatory agencies. Even more remarkable, the council may issue specific recommendations “to the primary financial regulatory agencies to apply new or heightened standards and safeguards” to insure against the spread of significant financial turmoil. With these resources, challenges, and ambiguities, the new council moved to establish itself as macroprudential regulator.

Designating SIFIs. The new council’s central task of designating SIFIs was protracted and the rule specifying the standards for identifying nonbank SIFIs was not finalized.
until April 2012. The identification process involves three steps: first, a set of thresholds of size and complexity are defined; second, companies believed to be within that scope are identified; third, companies are notified that they fall in this pool and are requested to provide additional information (including materials they think will be relevant). After stage three, the FSOC informs relevant firms of their pending designation, and the firm has an opportunity to request a formal, confidential hearing.

In July 2012 and without much public notice or controversy, the FSOC designated eight “financial market utilities” as systemically important. These were generally clearing houses and exchanges, firms that “manage or operate multilateral systems for the purpose of transferring, clearing, or settling financial transactions.”

In June 2013, the FSOC designated three other firms as systemically important: American International Group (AIG), GE Capital, and Prudential Financial Inc. Of these, only Prudential requested a confidential hearing, as permitted by law. In late September, the FSOC voted to uphold the initial designation, thereby identifying Prudential by name.

In late 2014, FSOC designated MetLife as a SIFI. Having tried earlier to reduce its SIFI profile by selling a bank unit to GE Capital, MetLife challenged the FSOC designation in court in January 2015. The Department of Justice filed a vigorous response in May 2015, to which Metlife provided its own aggressive rebuttal. As of August 2015, the case remained unresolved, but it had already attracted a revealing range of outside attention. Three groups of distinguished academics filed amicus briefs in support of FSOC. Together, the 33 signatories, ranging from a Nobel laureate in economics to authorities in finance and insurance, represented a nontrivial fraction of the country’s intellectual firepower in matters of business risk. Along with a fourth brief, submitted by Better Markets, these groups vigorously elaborated and defended the use of macroprudential instruments in a highly visible case.

A legal challenge. Another step in the FSOC’s consolidation of its role came from an unexpected legal challenge. In June 2012, a small Texas bank together with other plaintiffs (including the Competitive Enterprise Institute and eleven state attorneys general) filed suit alleging that the FSOC designation of certain banks and other financial institutions as systemically important would raise the borrowing costs for smaller banks. This challenge was dismissed for lack of standing and failure to demonstrate an actual injury. The plaintiffs had also challenged the constitutionality of the newly established Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) on grounds that it violated the Constitution’s separation of powers doctrine. The CFPB part of the case was appealed and subsequently remanded to the District Court, but the initial dismissal of the bank’s challenge to the FSOC was upheld. Although they were not seen as a major threat, these actions nonetheless meant the FSOC had rebuffed an initial legal challenge to its very existence and was confirmed in its efforts to develop a clear regulatory mission.

Asserting controversial authority. The FSOC’s overall coordinating role, including the power to recommend actions to other agencies on macroprudential grounds, was especially relevant in its capacity to challenge traditional business power relationships. A
key test case involved the regulation of money market funds, in which FSOC action effectively altered prior SEC policy that bore the hallmarks of agency capture.

The safety of money market funds (MMFs) became an urgent issue at the height of the financial crisis in September 2008, when one of the oldest and best respected mutual funds announced that it was going to “break the buck” or deviate from its fundamental commitment to maintain a net asset value (NAV) of one dollar. Combined with the Lehman bankruptcy, this event froze the commercial paper markets—the primary markets for short-term lending among business and financial institutions. It threatened to precipitate the industry-level equivalent of an old-fashioned bank run.

The U.S. Treasury and Federal Reserve responded quickly by creating special funding facilities to guarantee MMF deposits and to support the commercial paper market. Both actions were large and legally controversial. It was not surprising, then, that the risks posed by MMFs figured prominently in the Treasury Department’s reform proposals of June 2009.

The mutual fund industry quickly commissioned its own study of the crisis through its trade association, the Investment Company Institute (ICI). The ICI report, issued its report in March 2009, pointed to a set of possible solutions that it supported and others that it argued would do more harm than good.62 This and related ICI reports were a major source of information for regulators—highlighting the important reality of information asymmetries. In June 2009, the SEC proposed rules consistent with ICI views,63 and these rules were adopted in January 2010.

Meanwhile, administration appointees were developing a more aggressive set of recommendations which took form in October 2010. The SEC shortly thereafter requested public comment on the new recommendations.64 Despite support from Mary Schapiro, Obama’s SEC chair, the commissioners as a group voted against further SEC action.65 The outcome looked like a standard “capture” story. At this point, however, the FSOC indicated that MMF reform was of systemic importance and a potential topic for an FSOC official recommendation to the SEC for further prudential action. Using its new Dodd-Frank authority for the first time, the FSOC issued “Proposed Recommendations” concerning MMF reform.66

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce issued a detailed statement attacking the FSOC for improperly trying to circumvent long-established decision-making procedures at the SEC.67 The ICI also attacked the FSOC’s proposals with an angry submission, 115 pages long, arguing that the FSOC lacked legal authority for its action. The ICI advanced an argument, subsequently repeated by many in the self-regulatory alliance, that the FSOC was essentially controlled by bank regulators interested in imposing bank-type regulations on nonbank competitors.

With a formal recommendation from the FSOC looming, the SEC took renewed action on its own. SEC staff provided new studies supportive of reform and a new round of public comments began.68 Highly visible support for robust MMF regulation came from outside experts and former regulators. The nonprofit Systemic Risk Council, chaired by Sheila Bair, exerted steady pressure for tighter money market regulation as its first substantive priority.69 MMF reform was publicly supported as well by the presidents of the twelve Federal Reserve District Banks. With so many
influential voices pushing for stronger regulation, the SEC proposed new rules in June 2013 and a year later, voted to finalize the stronger MMF regulations.

The money market fund case reveals how new FSOC gathered external support in challenging a policy that looked a great deal like capture. The “captive” policy was unlikely to be challenged within the SEC itself, but the SEC backed away from direct confrontation with the new superordinate council. The effect was to add to the credibility and stature of the FSOC.

**Summary of the FSOC case.** The FSOC provides an institutionalized expression for the core propositions of the stability alliance and its underlying knowledge regime. Its sweeping mandate to monitor and promote financial stability coincides closely with the elaboration of macroprudential ideas and instruments. Of course the formal establishment of an institution does not mean the underlying ideas are shaping policy unless the new institution affects policy and practices. In this case, both the designation of nonbank SIFIs and the assertion of authority over other agencies, such as the SEC, make it clear that the priorities of macroprudential regulation have had an effect. In both examples, the support of outside experts and organizations reinforced the FSOC’s initial assertion of its new statutory powers. Of these outside experts, the most engaged were the particularly august individuals assembled in Sheila Bair’s nonprofit Systemic Risk Council. Other groups and university scholars also took explicit positions in support of the FSOC’s mission. But the Systemic Risk Council had the closest ties to key decision makers in the executive branch, especially Treasury and the FDIC. In this sense, the consolidation of the FSOC’s mission was facilitated by a tightly knit group of former regulators and selected outside experts. The regulation of money market funds was the exemplary issue where the Systemic Risk Council conspicuously took the lead in repelling industry efforts to capture the SEC’s decision process. And the desire of sitting regulators to receive this group’s approval was signaled by Treasury Secretary, Jack Lew, when he chose to hold his first major address on financial reform at the Systemic Risk Council’s auditorium in December 2013.

**The CFTC and the Construction of a New Regime for Regulating Derivatives**

Like the FSOC’s development of a framework for systemic risk regulation, the task of bringing derivatives within the jurisdiction of the CFTC confronted regulators with a novel set of challenges. Rather than apply a new body of regulatory doctrine, however, the CFTC was asked to master a body of extremely detailed, market-specific knowledge that no regulatory agency had previously possessed. As is now well known, financial derivatives had consistently been left outside the CFTC’s jurisdiction during the 1990s, and their exempt status became a matter of law through the Commodity Futures Modernization Act (CMFA) of 2000. The Dodd-Frank legislation effectively repealed the CMFA and assigned responsibility for derivatives regulation to the CFTC. Title VII of Dodd-Frank outlined major tasks for the agency. Derivatives had become a massive business conducted almost entirely through bilateral contracts rather than
through open pricing. In effect, the Dodd-Frank Act charged the CFTC with a huge responsibility: to create a new regulatory regime for transactions that made up a large part of the shadow banking system.

In contrast to other reforms of the Dodd-Frank Act—which the financial services industry hesitated to oppose so soon after a major crisis—the main market actors mobilized immediately against derivatives regulation. The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association (SIFMA), the main trade association for Wall Street, adopted several joint positions against the legislation with the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA), the trade association for derivatives dealers and users. Simultaneously, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce worked with the Business Roundtable and National Association of Manufacturers to organize a group called the Coalition for Derivatives End-Users, which grouped over 170 firms and associations that sought to minimize the scope of regulation.73

At the outset of debate over Title VII of the Dodd-Frank Act, the derivatives question also sparked an upsurge of popular outrage. The view that the banks had used derivatives with impunity while unfairly imposing on ordinary household owners was only slightly less pronounced than the campaign to create a Consumer Financial Protection Bureau on the model advocated by Elizabeth Warren.74 But the underlying logic—that the industry’s inability to safeguard its own stability imposed deeply unfair consequences on ordinary taxpayers—was similar in both cases.75 Grass-roots groups, led by the Americans for Financial Reform, consistently brought the need for stringent oversight of derivatives into the overall narrative for robust regulation.

In the case of derivatives, the knowledge resources deployed by organizations in the stability alliance shifted noticeably as politics moved from the legislative to the administrative arena. While political actors continued to use arguments that invoked fair treatment as one reason to bolster regulatory oversight of derivatives, the sharpest debates focused on particular rulemaking powers. In October 2010, the applied think tank, Better Markets, started proposing particular policy recipes through commenting on specific rules. Partly because it was led by a former litigator, Better Markets was particularly well positioned to engage in the legal maneuvering that began as soon as an agency published a proposed rule.

The knowledge resources at play in regulating derivatives also reflected the pronounced concentration of the main suppliers. The derivatives business initially grew out of the demand for futures contracts in agricultural commodities. As the need for such instruments increased, banks extended the business by writing contracts for interest-rate swaps, foreign-currency swaps, and other customized trades that their large clients needed. It is interesting that the business of designing and selling derivatives remained heavily concentrated among the most active banks on Wall Street. In the first quarter of 2002, seven banks accounted for 95.8 percent or $44.4 trillion of the total $46.331 trillion (notional values) in derivatives traded. With various shifts in the list of top banks, this degree of concentration persisted and if anything increased over the next decade. By the first quarter of 2012, the top four banks accounted for 93.2 percent or $211.556 trillion of the total $227.982 trillion in derivatives traded.76
The oligopolistic structure of supply meant the knowledge regime was created almost entirely by the main market participants. The private nature of the relevant knowledge made it extremely difficult for public officials who lacked industry experience to exercise oversight. Paradoxically, President Obama’s nominee to chair the CFTC, Gary Gensler, had been a successful partner at Goldman Sachs before joining the Treasury Department in 1997. Positioned between the rapidly mobilizing industry groups and the grass-roots advocacy organizations, Gensler, exercised a central role. As he and his fellow commissioners began to construct the new regulatory regime, the initial cohesion of financial service firms and major business end-users of derivatives showed certain cleavages. Each step toward a more open but regulated regime reduced the profit margins available to Wall Street banks that had created the opaque pricing system of bilateral contracts through which derivatives had been traded.

After preliminary steps, such as registration and licensing of hedge funds and other market participants, the CFTC introduced its first major change in market infrastructure with rules requiring that derivatives be transacted through clearinghouses. The clearinghouses would register each transaction, make the price information widely available, and guarantee that the counterparties had adequate capital or collateral to fulfill the terms of the transaction.

The response from the Wall Street banks and their primary clients came in early 2012, when two trade associations for financial services launched a legal challenge to the process by which the CFTC set position limits on types of derivatives instruments that had previously been unregulated. The broader purpose of questioning the CFTC’s jurisdiction was made clear when a senior official for one of the plaintiffs said, “A lot of what we’re talking about here isn’t specific to position limits, but more related to the process and analysis that the Commission has gone through.”

The suit effectively delayed the imposition of position limits when a district court held for the plaintiffs and sent the rules back to the CFTC to develop a better explanation of why the new limits were necessary. Only in 2015 were revised rules finalized with the expectation that they would stay in place.

While the requirements for clearing most transactions were expected to reduce the margins captured by major banks to a calculable degree, they also began to open the door to new competitors. Top regulators at the CFTC saw that they could find industry support from firms that stood to benefit from the new market rules. Chairman Gary Gensler said the need to build coalitions made the tasks of regulation and legislation so similar that he thought of them as virtually the same thing. As one staff member at the CFTC pointed out, however, while the new firms might agree with many of the Commission’s actions, they rarely wanted to confront the established investment banks publicly. These firms included some of the clearinghouses, the larger hedge funds that wanted to bypass the banks in creating their own derivative deals, asset managers, and some mutual fund advisors. Once these actors became known to regulators through the comment process, the CFTC began to cite their comments in justifying its final rules on the procedures for clearing.

As the new participants in market-making for swaps appeared, the incumbent firms in the asset-management business mobilized against the CFTC’s new rules. In early...
2013, the Investment Company Institute and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce brought suit against the CFTC’s rules that required Registered Investment Companies to register along with other commodity traders if their swap transactions exceeded certain thresholds. The opposing alliances that took shape in the rule-writing process were sharpened by the law firms and attorneys who represented different sides in such court cases. The ICI and the Chamber of Commerce retained the same law firm, Gibson Dunn, that represented SIFMA and ISDA on position limits and MetLife in its challenge to the FSOC. According to one former regulatory attorney, this choice was predictable inasmuch as the industry plaintiffs seemed to think the D.C. courts would hesitate to rule against a firm whose lead litigator, Eugene Scalia, was the son of a Supreme Court justice.\footnote{83} The CFTC was represented by its own in-house attorneys. The new industry entrants who participated in the public comment process showed little desire to oppose the incumbent firms in the legal arena. Instead of a counterindustry coalition, it was the stability alliance that lent outside support to the CFTC through Better Markets, Inc., the organization that filed amicus briefs against Gibson Dunn in both cases.

In this case, the rules that established the CFTC’s jurisdiction over investment companies as well as banks and dealers were upheld by the D.C. Circuit Court in its decision of June 25, 2013.\footnote{84} The deciding judge rejected many of the plaintiffs’ argument as “nothing more than another policy disagreement”\footnote{85} that did not merit any alteration of the CFTC’s rules. With regard to the plaintiffs’ claim that the CFTC had failed to weigh the costs and benefits of its rule in conformity with prior cases, the court said nothing in previous rulings “prohibits agencies from moving in an incremental manner.”\footnote{86}

A battle of even higher visibility erupted over cross-border rules governing derivative contracts. The CFTC tried to prevent banks from using overseas deals to circumvent its new rules. In July 2012, the CFTC issued guidance asserting jurisdiction over all transactions involving personnel employed by U.S. based firms, regardless of their physical location. After twice postponing the effective date, Gary Gensler reasserted his expansive view of the CFTC’s jurisdiction in November 2013. His approach threatened to narrow the major dealers’ revenue so much that their key trade association, SIFMA, quickly joined with ISDA and the IIE in a suit against the CFTC in U.S. District Court.\footnote{87} Once again, the industry groups retained their preferred law firm, Gibson Dunn, in challenging the cross-border policies identified with Gensler. Amicus briefs in support of the CFTC were filed by Better Markets and, revealingly, a group of House Democrats who directly challenged the industry’s arguments. When in September 2014 the court upheld the agency’s ability to limit cross-border transactions through interpretive guidance, the decision confirmed the CFTC’s expanded mission and signaled that the court would not be willingly used to unwind regulatory changes initiated by the Dodd-Frank legislation.\footnote{88} By the end of 2014, the underlying legitimacy of the CFTC’s jurisdiction in a range of swap markets had been challenged, reaffirmed, and formally upheld.

**Summary of the CFTC case.** The CFTC is illuminating because the agency faced such steady opposition from core firms in the financial services industry as it extended its jurisdiction. With the knowledge regime anchored in the self-regulatory contracting
practices that had co-evolved with the growth of financial derivatives, the CFTC had only limited opportunity to contest the underlying ideas. Instead, its main opportunity lay in shifting the patterns of competition by opening markets and imposing specific rules on the way transactions would take place. Our interviews and the CFTC’s written rules provide good evidence of a latent counterindustry coalition that favored more open markets for derivatives. While industry newcomers may have favored action on particular rules, however, they showed no interest in organizing as a group or in challenging Wall Street’s largest incumbent investment banks across the entire field of derivatives. And in the key cases of adjudication, where industry associations made substantial investments in blocking new rules, it was the small think tank, Better Markets, rather than insurgent industry actors, that supported the CFTC’s legal arguments.

In these cases, the loosely affiliated experts in the stability alliance supplied much of the key independent information and support that helped the CFTC make the case for its rules. The comment letters and briefs filed by Better Markets were the best example of this pattern, though AFR and Demos also commented and met periodically with CFTC officials. There have, of course, been many such self-appointed public interest organizations in Washington over the last four or five decades. What reason is there to be confident that the groups in the stability alliance had a significant effect? These organizations faced daunting challenges from the proponents of a purely self-regulatory approach. Industry groups and their congressional allies tried continually to alter the parameters of reform through legislative revision. As one example, in budget negotiations in late 2014, congressional Republicans managed to undo the section of Dodd-Frank that required banks to establish separate subsidiaries for derivatives operations that were not covered by the Volcker Rule. While not essential to the CFTC’s overall plan for reform, the elimination of this “push out” rule showed how opponents could dismantle significant parts of the reform, even with a Democrat in the White House.89

Absent underlying changes in the statutory foundation for reform, however, the smaller groups such as Better Markets were serious opponents for their better-resourced counterparts in the self-regulatory alliance. The best evidence comes from the industry groups that Better Markets decided to challenge. The law firm most regularly retained by the industry associations, Gibson Dunn, clearly took the amicus briefs from Better Markets seriously. In the case on position limits, the attorneys at Gibson Dunn issued a direct reply within twenty-four hours to the amicus brief filed by Better Markets in support of the CFTC. Another prominent law firm, Cadwalader, regularly tracked Better Markets, Inc., in its blog updates for financial services clients. Writing retrospectively about the CFTC’s work before Gary Gensler stepped down in December 2013, one of Cadwalader’s senior partners wrote of a “tango between the CFTC (under former chairman Gensler) and Better Markets.” Through this tango, he contended,

Regardless of the burden of regulation the CFTC would propose, Better Markets would write a comment letter asserting that the CFTC should impose a greater burden. Then . . . the CFTC would quote from Better Markets’ letters extensively. . . . In effect, under former
Chairman Gensler, Better Markets served as a device to provide the CFTC with cover for virtually any position.90

These assertions indicate clearly that the industry’s allies saw Better Markets as an effective opponent. They also reinforce the view that industry newcomers did not alone provide sufficient external support for the agency’s efforts to establish its expanded mission. That task also depended upon the provision of independent expertise from the applied think-tank, Better Markets, and the other small but important organizations in the stability alliance.

**Conclusion**

The two cases compared in this paper both provide compelling reasons to move toward a new framework for analyzing the politics of financial regulation. The image of regulatory capture portrayed by public choice theorists, in which concentrated business groups successfully manipulate the rulemaking process to protect their markets, no longer describes the dynamics of regulation. Business groups continue to play an outsized role in providing the information and knowledge on which regulators depend. Accordingly, business exercises a significant degree of intellectual capture that varies across policy domains and even particular rules. Accordingly, these cases suggest that the concept of business power needs to be broadened to include the full range of intellectual resources business groups can use in the political arena. Because these resources range across broad public philosophies, analytic frameworks, and rule-specific guidelines, they become politically relevant both as implicitly shared principles and as step-by-step recipes for action.

Although crucial in the political advantages enjoyed by the financial services industry, the intellectual dimension of business power does not invariably dominate the arena of post-enactment politics. Neither the industry incumbents on Wall Street nor the new industry players in other parts of the finance industry dictated the outcomes in these two cases. Instead, industry groups had to contend with a diffuse network of independent experts, advocacy organizations, former regulators, and other actors who also supplied a range of intellectual resources to pro-reform regulators.

After tracing the interplay of the ideas, coalitions, and network formations that shaped two key cases in which the Dodd-Frank Act called for the implementation of major new regulatory missions, this paper leads to a number of conclusions. First, post-enactment politics remain crucial in the process by which agencies define their new missions in practice. Second, regulatory officials increasingly depend on ongoing support from external actors who can wield effective influence through a diffuse network of organizations without necessarily forging the common goals typical of traditional interest-group coalitions. Third, and perhaps most important, both the stability alliance and the self-regulatory alliance that crystallized around the implementation of the Dodd-Frank Act used a combination of intellectual tools and resources that varied according to the challenges raised by specific regulatory tasks. Broad appeals to contrasting public philosophies of fairness or efficiency were a constant. At key points, the
advocacy networks battled explicitly over the nature of the knowledge regime that underpinned prevailing practices in financial markets. At other points, the advocacy networks provided highly specific expertise or even legal definitions about the way particular markets should work.

In the case of the FSOC, the legislation assigned the new mission of systemic or macroprudential regulation to a newly created council of preexisting regulatory agencies. Industry groups were in no position after the crisis to argue against the new council in principle. Contestation instead focused on the emerging doctrine of macroprudential regulation. Did it mean that bank size would be capped, or that periodic stress tests would alone suffice to insure resilience? As the FSOC began to elaborate the specific procedures by which it would designate firms as systemically important, industry groups argued that transparency and renewed market discipline were more reliable foundations for financial stability than ongoing external oversight.

The role of outside experts was critical in countering these industry claims. The existing regulatory agencies had little experience elaborating or defending the principles of macroprudential regulation. And the new Office of Financial Research was only beginning to build its capabilities. Some of the necessary ideas had percolated into the regulatory community from the research department of the BIS from the mid-1990s onward. Yet the FSOC clearly benefited from the “near insiders” within the stability alliance, exemplified by the former regulators arrayed in Shelia Bair’s Systemic Risk Council. The council’s new mission depended on a clear redefinition of the knowledge regime for finance, which had previously left the models and procedures of risk management almost entirely in the hands of the largest incumbent firms. Increasingly after 2010, reform-minded scholars and researchers also provided support for the elaboration and use of macroprudential tools by the FSOC.

In the case of the CFTC, a single relatively small agency was charged with dramatically expanding its jurisdiction from well-understood markets in commodities to the vast and opaque markets in financial derivatives. In this kind of change, a different type of external support was important. The shared knowledge that allowed the derivatives business to function was thoroughly circumscribed within the private sector’s professional workforce. Unable to shift the overall knowledge regime for derivatives trading, the CFTC was left with few tools beyond using new rules to shift the boundaries of competition among market participants. Traces of a counterindustry coalition appeared as asset managers and insurgent hedge funds began to benefit from new rules that opened markets previously dominated by the large Wall Street banks. Yet with one or two isolated exceptions, these emerging industry actors showed little interest in mounting a cohesive challenge to the Wall Street dealers. As a result, the CFTC built its own internal capacity and relied on outside groups for rule-specific expertise. The key rules applied to the allowable size of trading positions, the number of price quotes required for a given transaction, the allowable concentration of ownership shares in the new clearinghouses, the amount of margin, and the type of permissible cross-border transactions. For rules at this level, the CFTC relied on several of the organizations in the stability alliance, as best exemplified by Better Markets. The critical type of
expertise was a combination of financial sophistication and, in some of the key battles, litigation capability.

In broader terms, these two cases mean that politics continues to matter. The growing significance of the intellectual resources illuminated here does not imply that reformers can always win if they are simply smart enough. Reversal of the reform process remains possible. Yet, if business influence in the implementation of Dodd-Frank remains significant, it is far from determinative. Although ordinary citizens have little opportunity to shape implementation directly, their interests can be served when alliances that link independent experts with policy entrepreneurs inside and outside the executive branch are forged.

Major reforms can require a decade or more to take full effect. In the most significant case of financial reform since the 1930s, much remains up for grabs. The ability of business groups and pro-reform organizations to build broad alliances remains critical to the outcomes now taking shape. The two outcomes compared here mean that we may be witnessing the beginning of a sea change in the relationship between the federal government and the finance industry. At the same time, business groups will keep trying to capture the key venues in the policymaking apparatus. Whether future regulatory leaders can build on the Dodd-Frank reforms and construct a well-integrated framework for regulating financial services will depend on the ongoing battles among contending networks to secure the policies they want. Business’s positional advantages and lobbying resources will surely matter. What this analysis shows is that intellectual resources of the different types identified here will play as important a role as material resources in building the alliances that determine the ultimate outcomes.

For several decades, business groups and their allies were able to design the foundations and define the terms of the knowledge regime for finance. When their monopoly over these ideas was punctured, this source of business power became a vulnerability. The small, dedicated groups that offered an alternative knowledge regime were able to assemble a diffuse but influential stability alliance. This new alliance has so far blocked the return of the purely self-regulatory approach and has, in significant ways, given reform a chance.
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